An authoritative resource that offers the statistical tools and software needed to design and plan valid clinical studies

Now in its fourth and extended edition, *Sample Sizes for Clinical, Laboratory and Epidemiology Studies* includes the sample size software (SSS) and formulae and numerical tables needed to design valid clinical studies. The text covers clinical as well as laboratory and epidemiology studies and contains the information needed to ensure a study will form a valid contribution to medical research.

The authors, noted experts in the field, explain step by step and explore the wide range of considerations necessary to assist investigational teams when deriving an appropriate sample size for their planned study. The book contains sets of sample size tables with companion explanations and clear worked out examples based on real data. In addition, the text offers bibliography and references sections that are designed to be helpful with guidance on the principles discussed.

This revised fourth edition:

- Offers the only text available to include sample size software for use in designing and planning clinical studies
- Presents new and extended chapters with many additional and refreshed examples
- Includes clear explanations of the principles and methodologies involved with relevant practical examples
- Makes clear a complex but vital topic that is designed to ensure valid methodology and publishable results
- Contains guidance from an internationally recognised team of medical statistics experts
Written for medical researchers from all specialities and medical statisticians, *Sample Sizes for Clinical, Laboratory and Epidemiology Studies* offers an updated fourth edition of the important guide for designing and planning reliable and evidence based clinical studies.

For additional product details, please visit https://www.wiley.com/en-us